
AIMM in 2020 –
It’s Time to #SeeALL



To create a powerful voice that elevates 
multicultural and inclusive marketing to 

promote business growth in an increasingly 
diverse marketplace

MISSION



The LEADING VOICE 
in Multicultural and 
Inclusive Marketing

We are changing the way 
that everyone can drive 

growth by helping CMO’s 
and their teams rise above 

the most pressing challenges 
blocking them from realizing 

their full potential, while 
capitalizing on the 

opportunity to connect with 
ALL segments through culture 
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The Cultural Insights Impact Measure™
is a powerful metric that identifies the impact and 

effectiveness of cultural insights in ads and programming 
and how these have the potential to affect sales lift.

AIMM is encouraging marketers to use CIIM™ to 
connect with consumers through culture



What is the VALUE?
Culture Drives Business Growth

The difference 
between the upper 
quartile and lower 
quartile for ads 
tested by CIIM 
ranges between 
200-300%



COVERAGE
Missing Race/Ethnicity 
Data

ACCURACY
Incorrect Classification of 
Ethnicity/Race 

Areas of Concern

Sizing The Challenge
Under-Representation භ Misclassification භ Invisibility

The combination of Coverage and 
Accuracy yields  the proportion of 

accurately class ified individuals  by 
segment (race/ethnicity) that are 

vis ible in providers ’ data



As ANA-AIMM we pledge to hold 

ourselves and the industry accountable 

for promises made to rid our industry of 

systemic racism and institutional bias

Commitment to Systemic 
Change Campaign
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205 CORPORATIONS AND 368 MARKETERS COMMITTED TO CHANGE 



1. We will achieve representation that better reflects our country’s 
demographics throughout the industry: marketers, media companies, agencies, 
production companies, and service providers. 

Objective:  Foster an industry that embraces equality, and raises the bar on our D&I efforts so that we can 
finally achieve full equality
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1. We will achieve representation that better reflects our country’s demographics throughout the industry: marketers, media companies, agencies, 
production companies, and service providers. 

2. We will conduct courageous conversations and work with our membership’s Employee Resource Groups (ERGs) to understand the systemic 
inequities throughout the industry

3. We will accelerate the use of AIMM’s #SeeALL campaign to eliminate bias through the accurate portrayal of race, identity, and culture in 
advertising and media programs. We will hold ourselves and the industry accountable by measuring ads and programming with AIMM’s Cultural 
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4. We will increase our spending in multicultural marketing so that the percentage of investment is commensurate with the representation of the 
multicultural people we serve. 

5. We will demand the accuracy of multicultural and inclusive data from measurement service providers

6. We will continue to work until we achieve an equitable creative supply chain 

7. We will double down on cross-industry diverse partnerships to enable a higher 
degree of engagement with and understanding of diverse communities. 

Objective:  Foster an industry that embraces equality, and raises the bar on our D&I efforts so that we can 
finally achieve full equality
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Augmented Impact of Pledge through 
Partnership with P&G



#SeeALL Movement 
AIMM’s #SeeALL is an industry-wide movement 

to drive increased accurate representation of 

Multicultural and Inclusive segments in ads and 

programming by prioritizing the use of cultural 

insights in the content in order to connect with 

consumers at the heart, thus maximizing 

corporate growth



Advertising Week 2019 kicked off launch of industry 
movement with times square takeover – Sept 2019



Open Letter To the Industry Propelling Sustainable Change

September 23, 2019



Example of Support from AIMM Member Companies



In 2021, at a time when Americans are 
fighting for equity, social justice and even 

their lives, AIMM has a responsibility to 
rally the industry together and get people 

out of their comfort zones, in order to 
foster a world of holistic cultural 
representation and equity for all



To commemorate the one-year anniversary of #SeeALL 
movement, AIMM shifted its attention from Madison Avenue to 

Hollywood, with a message that highlighted the need for 
greater representation and cultural connections in 

programming.  

#SeeALL



Letter to the Entertainment 
Industry:  Hollywood Reporter

Thanks to the support of IW 
for designing the ad and to 

OMD for gaining the space as 
an in-kind contribution to 

AIMM!



Billy Porter Lin Manuel MirandaJamie Chung

Daniel Dae KimNicole ScherzingerIsis King

Thank you to WI and TDW agencies for engaging these amazing celebrities and gaining their participation
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#SeeALL 
Anniversary With 
A Call To Action  
To Hollywood.

Thank you to WI
for the creation 

of  this 
masterpiece for 

AIMM and to 
OMD and ABC 

and NBC 
Networks for 
their work and 
support of the 

broadcast of this 
spot



Press Release Results To-Date:
Total Potential Audience: 78 million

Total Impressions: 777,393,504

Media Reach via EMMY’s  and ABC NY and LA
:30 MM households+ 

:60 spot ran 4x in NY and 7x in LA

Media reach via NBC’s People’s Choice Awards
:15 spot ran nationally

Reached nearly 700K people nationwide

Media Report



2021 Plan



AIMM's
Alignment 
With ANA's

Growth 
Agenda

2021 OBJECTIVE:
BUSINESS & BRAND GROWTH



� Amplify #SeeAll

� Audit and address understanding, capabilities and buy-in of MC&I segments '"beyond 
the choir" in order to maximize growth

� Address the need for a more diverse supply chain and support for more diverse 
partnerships & programs by serving as a conduit between companies, agencies and 
organizations- highlighting those with minority certification

#1  
Brand Experience, Creativity and Media:  Drive More 
Human Brand Experiences



� Establish CIIM metric as THE gold standard industry measure to assess 
the impact of culture in both programming and advertising

� Ensure data is accurate and that vendors are transparent about the 
information they are providing marketers so that attribution of growth can 
be given to the right segments

#2
Data, Technology and Measurement:
Harness the True Promise of Data and Technology



� Prioritize Diversity Equity and Inclusion (DEI)

� Achieve equity in representation of all segments throughout the 
corporate leadership, including a seat/voice at the table

� CMO accountability tool

#3
Talent and Marketing Organization: 
Achieve True Diversity and Inclusion Throughout 
Marketing's Talent Pool



#4 
Society and Sustainability: Foster More 
Equitable and Sustainable Societies

� Ignite #SeeALL Movement In Hollywood And Madison

o Further galvanize momentum and call-to-action in order to eliminate bias and 
promote inclusivity/fair representation in ads and programs

� Boost AIMM Membership, Impact and Branding

o AIMM will then become the undeniable leader on all things DEI, Multicultural 
and Inclusion



The Time Is Now…
Join the movement to effect change in our industries

For more information, visit us at:  www.anaaimm.net
Contact:  Karla Lucia karla@anaaimm.net

http://www.anaaimm.net/
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